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Abstract
Extremly high viremia is observed during some viruses infection, especialy in immunocompromised patients. False negative results
of Parvovirus B19 DNA tests performed with real-time PCR in high viremic samples are reported. The way of fluorescence diagrams
analysis and algorithm of positive result confirmation to exclude such phenomenon are proposed.
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Clinically significant symptoms in Parvovirus
B19 (B19V) infected individuals are observed mostly
in pregnant women and immunosuppressed patients
(Young et al., 2004). The quantitative polymerase
chain reaction with product growth analysis in realtime (QPCR) is a commonly used technique, both for
clinical diagnosis (Enders et al., 2008; Plentz et al.,
2004; Liefeldt et al., 2005) and identification of high
levels of this virus in plasma donations to exclude
them from plasma pools used for fractionation of
plasma derived products (Aberham et al., 2001;
Candotti et al., 2004; Aubin et al., 2000; Kleinman
et al., 2007; Schmidt et al., 2007; Koppelman et al.,
2004). This very sensitive method is used to determine the number of nucleic acid copies of the tested
pathogen. The most frequently used variant of this
method is based on TaqMan technology with TaqMan
probes marked on the 5 end with reporter dye (e.g.
FAM) and on the 3 end with a quencher (e.g.
TAMRA). The fluorescence signal is registered from
cycle to cycle and the final result is presented as the
cycle number (Ct), at which the fluorescence emission crossed the treshold value. Such analysis is performed authomatically. The sample viremia is estimated by comparing the results with the standarization
curve plotted from successive dillutions of known viral
load (Mackay et al., 2002).

The aim of our study was to present false negative
results obtained during quantitative B19V DNA testing of samples with high viral load.
We tested 943 serum samples from patients suspected of B19V infection, directed to the Laboratory
of Molecular Biology at the Institute of Haematology
and Transfusion Medicine by various haematological,
gynecological, reumatological and pediatric clinics.
DNA was isolated with QIAmp DNA Blood Mini
Kit (QIAgen, Germany). In the period 20042007,
DNA isolation was followed by VP1 gene fragment
amplification with QPCR performed according to
Aberham et al., 2001 (on ABI PRISM 7700, Applied
Biosystems, United States and Rotor-Gene 3000,
Corbett, Australia). Since 2007, B19V DNA detection
was based on the method described by Candotti et al.,
2004. The latter test, was performed in duplex format: conservative NS1 gene of B19V was coamplified
with human CCR5 gene fragment used as internal
control. The former product was detected with FAM
labeled probe and the latter, with VIC. The Ct value
was used for evaluation of results and it was compared to the standarization curve plotted from successive dillutions of the standard WHO Parvovirus B19
(NIBSC 99/800). The sensitivity of the assays was estimated at 120 and 500 IU/ml respectively. Anti-B19V
antibodies quantitative testing was performed with the
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Fig. 1. Fluorescence diagram of FAM probe in false negative B19V DNA sample
 a) automatic data analysis, b) manual data analysis, c) in the dilutions of initially false negative sample.

recom Well Parvovirus B19 IgG/IgM test (Microgen
GmbH, Floriansbogen, Germany).
The B19V DNA was detected in 54 patients
(5.7%) out of the 943 tested serum samples. In four
samples (7.4% of all positive results), we obtained
negative results during automatic analysis but since
the fluorescence course for the FAM probe was atypical, an additional manual analysis was performed.
The samples were tested once more using dilluted

DNA. A high B19V DNA level of 9,6× 109 to over
1011 IU/ml was determined. The EIA testing revealed
no specific anti-B19V antibodies in one sample and
anti-B19V IgM antibodies in two cases (Table I). The
example of results obtained in such procedure was
presented on Figure 1. When authomatic analysis
was performed, the fluorescence signal of the FAM
probe did not exceed the treshold and the Ct of 45
was initially interpreted as negative B19V DNA
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Table I
Parvovirus B19 DNA concentration and anti-B19V Ig detection in plasma
samples with initial false negative B19V DNA results and in follow-up samples.
B19V markers
in the index samples
Sample
no

Follow-up results

DNA
(IU/ml)

anti-B19V
day of
IgG/IgM
observation
(U/ml)

B19V
DNA
(IU/ml)

725

9.6×109

/(+) <200

934

1011

/

213

7.5 × 1010

/+(107)

91

4.2 × 1011

nt*

1.3 × 106
4.7 × 103
2.4 × 104
9.6 × 102
2.9 × 107
4.5 × 105
2.3 × 104
8.1 × 103

82
245
26
56
10
57
3
32

anti-B19V result
(U/ml)
IgG

IgM

+ (136)
+ (52)
nt*
nt*
+ (55)
+ (85)
nt*
+ (92)

+ (184)

nt*
nt*


nt*


* not tested due to shortage of the sample volume or results not informative due to previous
immunoglobulin treatment

result (threshold = 0.02; ignore cycle = 0) (Figure 1a).
The diagram of the fluorescence signal was atypical.
The subsequent manual data analysis (threshold = 0.02;
ignore cycle = 4) (Figure 1b) showed that the tested
sample was positive. The fluorescence diagram exceeded the treshold at Ct = 5.02, which points to very
high viremia. Real-time PCR testing of the sample
performed with DNA in 100, 10 000 and 1 000 000
fold dillutions, confirmed a high B19V DNA concentration (the Ct values of 8.75; 15.69 and 22.01,
respectively, Figure 1c).
The similar results of QPCR analysis were observed
for three other samples. In 2/2 samples where simultaneous amplification of the CCR5 constitutive gene was
performed, positive result of internal control, (though
Ct value was higher than usual: Ct = 36 and Ct = 40)
confirmed that QPCR was properely performed.
All presented patients were monitored for B19V
infection markers. In the follow up samples antibodies were detected, accompanied by a decrease of the
DNA level.
The fluorescence level diagram for hydrolyzing
probe during QPCR is of utmost importance, as shown
by the described cases. The linear range for this type of
quantitative reading is estimated at 20109 copies/ml
(Aberham et al., 2001; Candotti et al., 2004). The risk
of false negative results can be estimated from the discussed results for B19V DNA tests when the amount
of tested DNA exceeds the upper threshold of linearity; in our study, the fluorescence diagram did not
cross the threshold. The viremia level was very high,
exceeding 109 IU/ml but we solved the problem of
atypical fluorescence diagram interpretation by introducing manual data analysis based on the change of
parametr values in the ignore cycle of the Rotor-Gene

apparatus and baseline in ABI PRISM. The early
crossing point of the fluorescence curve and the
threshold (Ct value), indicates a high pathogen level
of the tested sample and gives ground for repeated
QPCR, in a 102106 fold dilluted samples.
Proper interpretation was so important in the described cases, because serological results for 1/3 of
the samples did not point to any infection whatsoever
and at this stage only PCR could be used. In addition,
the infection was confirmed by B19V markers detection in the follow up samples (Table I).
The conclusions from our study should also be
taken into account by laboratories that perform B19V
screening in plasma for fractionation and must identify
highly vireamic donations; missing of high vireamia
donations leads to B19V contaminated plasma pools.
It is worth noting, that authors who deal with B19V
detection in donor populations, report individual
viral loads as high as 107 IU/ml (Kleinman et al., 2007;
Aubin et al., 2000) or even 1014 IU/ml (Schmidt et al.,
2007; Koppelman et al., 2004).
Very high viremia, especially in the initial infection phase, prior to antibody appearance, is reported
by numerous authors to be characteristic not only for
B19V but also for other infectious agents (e.g. HBV).
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